


Application No: 052285

Premises: Ham Recreational Ground (The)
Port Royal, SIDMOUTH, Devon, EX10 8DB.

The Ham path/cycleway has never been cut off from Public use in living memory. 

2: Concerns are raised about access and mobility issues which will be caused for those who cannot easily 
be diverted.

The proposal is that they should go around and over the small, unsafe bridge, along the riverside path: this 
will include those who are frail, disabled, in wheelchairs or with motorised wheelchairs, as well as those 
cycling or walking to and from the seafront. 

3: The small bridge to the riverside can be a dangerous hazard. 

4: An excessive 2,000 people are expected to attend the proposed Jazz and Blues Festival on The Ham 
(1,000 more than the Folk Week Marquee accomodates). This is excessive.

This adds increased access and public safety issues to, and from, the Esplanade and Town.

5: Festival traffic, pedestrian and motorised traffic of all sorts will be channelled, dangerously, through York 
Street, Mill Street and around The Ham area itself. 

The path, where it exists, takes one person. Wheelchairs and Motorised wheelchairs, prams, children and 
others will have to go in the road. 

The roadway is mostly only wide enough for one car: this will cause extreme unsafe travel for everyone.

6: They also propose to have the Alma Bridge 'boarded off' to prevent viewing from the bridge and the zig-
zag path creating Public Safety concerns.

The Broader Matters Needing Consideration:
1: There are clear knock-on effects of Public Safety concerns on all the other Objectives. 
Public Nuisance is caused, which will be vented once this is understood by those affected. Potential Public 
Disorder is created through excessive numbers, and Protection of Harm to children created through 
excessive numbers and being channelled through York Street and Mill Street.
2: The handling of this Application and Objection Process by the EDDC Licensing Manager raises serious 
concerns for transparency and openness, and supporting the representation of Public concern.

The Application Notice asking for Objections is not easily seen by the Public-one was placed (out of the 
way?) in the corner of The Ham where few people go-; the Site Plan which shows the details of what is 
proposed, has to be requested, and has been difficult to obtain from EDDC Licensing (the Organiser said 
they weren't able to provide it to local residents- it is on one sheet of paper). 

The view from the EDDC Licensing Manager is that it is up to the Organiser to decide where they put the 
Application Notice to inform the Public of their proposals. This does not support Public Information, 
knowledge or Right to Object.

Many Sidmouth residents are unaware that this is proposed and the difficulties it will cause to many in one 
year's time.

What is Required:

1: This needs to go back to the Organiser and Sidmouth Town Council to address the concerns they 
create.

2: The Licensing Committte need to set clear objectives to the Organiser and the Sidmouth Town Clerk 
and Chairman, setting out the clear responsibilities for Public Safety which both EDDC and Sidmouth 
Town Council have, and which they need 'to be seen' to uphold and protect.

3: The proposed Festival far exceeds the arrangements of the established Sidmouth Folk Festival. 

The Folk Festival arrangements should be the maximum agreed for the proposed Festival.

Stephen Pemberton,
Address removed
August 9th 2021. 

Evidence:

Suggestion:
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